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GARAGE AND PARKING 
LOT AGREEMENT 
December 1, 2003 to November 30,2008 
PREAMBLE 
Agreement, by and between the Jurisdictional Operators of Parking Facilities, 
referenced in Section 33 of this Agreement and party of the first part, hereinafter 
referred as the Employer, and Teamster Automotive & Allied Workers, Local Union 
No. 665, affiliated with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, hereinafter referred 
to as the Union, covering the employment of persons coming under the jurisdiction of 
the Union in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. 
SECTION 1. RECOGNITION: 
The Employer hereby recognized the Union as the exclusive collective bargaining 
representative of all employees employed by the Employer to perform work in the 
following classifications: Janitorial, Cleaning, Washing, Polishing, Lubrication, 
Rent-Car Service, Parking Vehicles, Cashiers, Attendants, Checking Coin Boxes, Non-
Attendant Parking Lot Checking, Daily Ticket Audit. Traffic Directors, Shuttle Drivers, 
and all other incidental duties. 
It is agreed that the signing of this Agreement shall constitute a recognition of the 
Union, and it is further agreed that no member shall be discharged for activity in or 
representing their Union. 
All employees described above shall be known by the term "Garage Employees." 
Persons not covered by this Agreement, including non-bargaining unit employees of 
the Employer, shall not under any normal circumstances perform any work or services 
covered by this Agreement. 
SECTION 2. HIRING: 
Only members in good standing in the Union shall be retained in employment. For the 
purposes of this section, "members in good standing" shall be defined to mean employ-
ee members of the Union who tender the periodic dues and initiation fees uniformly 
required as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership. 
All employees covered by this Agreement shall become members of the Union within 
thirty-one (31) days from the effective date of this Agreement or within thirty-one (31) 
1 
days from the date of employment, whichever is later, and shall remain members of the 
Union in good standing as a condition of continued employment. 
The Employer shall require new employees to obtain a referral from the Union before 
starting to work, and it shall be the Employer's responsibility for any violation of this 
Section in the Agreement. The Employer shall pay a $100.00 fine per day and per 
violation, to be disbursed by the Union, but this fine shall be subject to the grievance 
procedure in the Agreement. 
The Employer shall be the judge of the competency and fitness of the employee for all 
purposes, including hiring, promotion, and demotion. When an employee is engaged 
outside of the Union office, the employee shall be required to obtain a referral from the 
Union before starting to work. 
PROBATION PERIOD: Employees hired after the ratification of this Agreement shall 
be on probation for the first ninety (90) calendar days of employment. New employees 
terminated by the Employer during the ninety (90) day probationary period shall not be 
subject to the grievance procedure. Wages and other working conditions in the con-
tract shall apply to employees during the probationary period. 
NON-DISCRIMINATION: There shall be no discrimination in hiring, promotion, or 
other aspects of employment, because of age, sex, race, creed, color, national origin, 
physical handicap, marital status or sexual orientation. No employee shall be 
discriminated against by the Employer for living up to and observing the provisions of 
this Agreement. The Employer agrees to promote diversity in hiring and promotion 
within the bargaining unit. 
COST OF HIRING: The Employer agrees to pay the cost of medical examination and 
bonding fees if required. The Employer shall pay employment agency fees if it or its 
agent specifically order employees from employment agencies. 
SECTION 3. UNION MEMBERSHIP: 
Membership in the Union on or after thirty-one (31) days following the beginning of 
employment, or the effective date of this Agreement, whichever is later, shall be a 
condition of employment to the extent consistent with the law. 
Upon satisfactory proof from the Union, the Employer agrees to suspend or discharge 
any employee who fails to make application for and complete membership in the 
Union or, alternatively, fails to tender initiation fees and dues uniformly required as a 
condition of acquiring or retaining membership. The Union shall hold the Employer 
harmless from any and all liability. 
The Employer agrees that members of the Union shall not be discriminated against or 
be penalized because of activities in the Union, provided said activities do not interfere 
with their regular employment. 
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The Union may designate an individual to serve as shop steward. There shall be no 
discrimination against nor preferential treatment for purposes of layoff or recall of t r = = 
steward because of Union activity. 
The Employer at the request of the Union is to deduct from the wages of employees, 
membership dues (and initiation fees) of the Union, and promptly transmit such funds= 
to the Union; provided, that the Employer has received from each employee, on whos^ 
account such deductions are made, a written assignment which shall be irrevocable for 
a period of more than one (1) year, or beyond the termination date of the applicable 
collective bargaining agreement, whichever occurs sooner. 
SECTION 4. SENIORITY: 
A. Definition: For the purpose of this Agreement, seniority is defined as time spent on 
the active payroll or actively at work for the Employer at the facility covered by this 
Agreement on a continuous basis. Any employee transferred to any facility of his or 
her Employer will carry with him or her ai! seniority heretofore established. 
B. Application: When it is necessary to increase or decrease the number of employ-
ees, the principle of seniority shall be observed. The fast person hired shall be the first 
person laid off and the last laid off shall be the first rehired. The rule of seniority of 
employees covered by this Agreement shall apply only within each Employer and shall 
prevail on different jobs providing the senior employee is qualified to fill the job of the 
junior employee. The rule of seniority shall also apply to vacation periods. Seniority 
shall also apply to shift and holiday preference as long as the senior employee is 
capable and qualified to perform the work. 
C. Seniority Rights: Company wide seniority rights shall apply to layoffs, reduction 
in hours, location changing from one to another and vacation entitlement. 
D. Open Job: As additional help is needed at an individual location, employees in 
seniority order may be given the opportunity to fill such open job. and hours provided 
they have applied to the Employer and providing the employee is capable of performing 
such work as determined by the Employer. 
Seniority shall not prevent the Employer from moving any employee from one location 
to another location. There shall be at least one shift bid per year per location. An 
employee may exercise his or her seniority only at that location. 
E. Layoff: Any employee at the time of layoff will, if recalled within one year, be 
credited with the amount of service credit he or she had at the time of layoff. 
F. The seniority of an employee will be terminated for failure to report for work within 
five (5) working days after notice of recall is mailed by Certified Mail by the 
Employer, to the iast address of the employee on the Employer's records. 
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iority shai! also be broken for the following reasons: Voluntary quit, discharge for 
ise, retirement, absence from work from three (3) consecutive scheduled work days 
ihout proper report of and proof of reason for absence, the use of intoxicants or 
ugs during the hours of employment, or leaving his or her place of employment 
;fore the completion of his or her designated shift, unless permitted to do so by his or 
er Employer, layoff for a period exceeding the employee's seniority but not to exceed 
tvelve (12) continuous months, suspension or revocation of driver's license, and not 
eturning from a leave of absence. 
The term "drug" means any substance or combination of substances, other than alcohol, 
which could so affect the nervous system, brain, or muscles of a person as to impair, to an 
appreciable degree, his or her ability to drive a vehicle or perform work in the manner 
that an ordinarily prudent and cautious person, in full possession of his or her faculties, 
using reasonable care, would drive a similar vehicle under like conditions, 
SECTION 5. VACATIONS: 
A. Each employee having had one (1) year completed continuous service with 
his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of one (I) week with pay. 
B. Each employee having had two (2) years' completed continuous service with 
his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of two (2) weeks with pay. 
C. Each employee having had five (5) years' completed continuous service with 
his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of three (3) weeks with pay. 
D. Each employee having had twelve (12) years' completed continuous service 
with his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of four (4) weeks with pay. 
E. Each employee having had twenty (20) years' completed continuous service 
with his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of five (5) weeks with pay. 
K Each employee having had twenty-five (25) years' completed continuous 
service with his or her Employer shall receive a vacation of six (6) weeks with pay. 
Vacation pay shall consist of an employee's normal and usual weekly or bimonthly 
earnings of all time worked, exclusive of overtime, and shall be paid to the employee 
on the last working day immediately preceding the actual commencement of the 
employee's vacation. 
Employees who are entitled to a vacation may cash out up to 50% of his or her vaca-
tion each year, vacation shall not be carried over from year to year and must be taken 
or "Cashed out". 
Upon obtaining the permission of the Employer, an employee may use an available 
vacation day in one (1) day increments, and/or he or she may take one (1) additional 
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week without pay to run consecutively with the paid week, if desired by the employee. 
Each eligible employee shall give at least two (2) weeks' advance notice of vacation 
time. Vacation periods shall be fixed between April 1st and October 21st, both dates 
inclusive, unless the employee affected desires his or her vacation outside that period. 
The Employer agrees to reply with confirmation within ten (10) working days of an 
employee's vacation request. 
When a paid holiday falls within an employee's vacation, the employee shall receive an 
extra day's pay or an extra day of vacation with pay. 
Vacation time may be split. An employee who splits his or her vacation may exercise 
his or her seniority rights for the initial vacation period, however, subsequent selection 
shall be made after all employees have made their initial selection. This applies to 
employees with two weeks or more vacation time. Vacation periods shall not be less 
than one week. 
During the initial year of employment, all employees except those disqualified by the 
Part-time and Casual Section of this Agreement, shall be paid upon termination all 
unused vacation computed at the rate of one-twelfth (1/12) of one (I) weeks pay for 
each completed month. 
AH employees, except those disqualified by Section 12 (Part-Time, Casual And Seasonal 
Employees) of this Agreement, who have been employed thirteen (13) consecutive 
months or more, shall be paid upon termination any unused vacation pay computed at 
the rate of one-twelfth (I/I2) of two (2) weeks pay for each completed month of 
employment in excess of twelve (12) months. 
AH employees eligible for three (3) weeks vacation after five (5) years of employment, 
except those disqualified by Section 12 (Part-Time, Casual And Seasonal Employees) 
of this Agreement, who have been employed sixty (60) consecutive months or more, 
shall be paid upon termination any unused vacation pay computed at the rate of one-
twelfth (1/12) of three (3) weeks pay for each completed month of employment in 
excess of sixty (60) months. 
All employees eligible for four (4) weeks vacation after twelve (12) years of 
employment, except those disqualified by Section 12 (Part-Time, Casual And Seasonal 
Employees) of this Agreement, who have been employed one hundred forty-four (144) 
consecutive months or more, shall be paid upon termination any unused vacation pay 
computed at the rate of one-twelfth (1/12) of four (4) weeks pay for each completed 
month of employment in excess of one hundred forty-four (144) months. 
All employees eligible for five (5) weeks vacation after twenty (20) years of employment, 
except those disqualified by Section 12 (Part-Time, Casual And Seasonal Employees) 
of this Agreement, who have been employed two hundred forty (240) consecutive 
months or more, shall be paid upon termination any unused vacation pay computed at 
the rate of one-twelfth (1/12) of five (5) weeks pay for each completed month of 
employment in excess of two hundred forty (240) months. 
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All employees eligible for six (6) weeks vacation after twenty five (25) years of 
employment, except those disqualified by Section 12 (Part-Time, Casual And Seasonal 
Employees) of this Agreement, who have been employed three hundred (300) 
consecutive months or more, shall be paid upon termination any unused vacation pay 
computed at the rate of one-twelfth (1/12) of six (6) weeks pay for each completed 
month of employment in excess of three hundred (300) months. 
SECTION 6. HEALTH & WELFARE: MAJOR MEDICAL. DENTAL. 
ORTHODONTIA. PRESCRIPTION DRUG. VISION COVERAGE. ACCIDENT 
& SICK. LIFE INSURANCE 
During the life of this Agreement, the Employer shall provide to the employees a 
Health and Welfare Fund and shall pay to the administrator of the Bay Area 
Automotive Group Welfare Plan the premium and administrative cost as provided for 
in the appropriate Trust Agreement and amendments thereto. 
All employees who have completed more than eighty-eight (88) hours of work in the 
previous month shall be eligible for coverage under such plan on the first of the month 
following completion of more than eighty-eight (88) hours of work. 
Premiums must be paid by the tenth (10th) of the current month. Any Employer who 
failed to provide his or her employees with insurance benefits described above and 
who fails to pay the required premiums by the tenth (10th) day of the current month 
shall be held responsible to the employees herein covered for the benefits which would 
have been provided by such insurance coverage. It shall not be a violation of this 
contract for the Union to take necessary economic action upon failure of the Employer 
to pay premiums as above provided. 
For each eligible employee, the Employer agrees to pay the premium and administrative 
cost of the Health and Welfare Plan, to include Indemnity Medical, Prescription Drug, 
Orthodontia, Life Insurance, Dental, Vision Coverage, Accident & Sick Coverage and 
Kaiser option. Full maintenance of benefits on major Medical, Dental, Orthodontia, 
Prescription Drug, Vision Coverage, Accident and Sick Coverage, and Life Insurance, 
shall be maintained. The premium cost of the Kaiser option may not increase over the 
Indemnity Medical rate. 
It is understood that the Employer contributions referenced above may be increased as 
determined by the Trust Fund Agreement in order to maintain such benefits at the same 
level as presently in effect. The level of Health and Welfare benefits will be maintained. 
The Employer agrees to abide by all terms and conditions of the Trust Fund Agreement 
creating such Health and Welfare Funds as they have been or may be modified, altered 
or amended, and all regulations and rules of the Board of Trustees of such Trust. 
KAISER OPTION: There shall be a Kaiser option effective in each year of the contract. 
Each employee shall have the option of coverage under the Indemnity Medical Plan of 
the Bay Area Automotive Group Welfare Fund or the HMO Medical Plan offered by 
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan. 
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Each new employee shall make such selection at the time active employment starts. The 
Employer shall pay the Kaiser coverage in full and maintain benefits on future increases. 
Contractual vacations and holidays shall be counted as time worked for the purposes of 
this Section. 
New employees hired after the ratification of the 2003-2008 Agreement shall be eligible 
for medical benefits subject to the following schedule: 
1 st 5 months No medical benefits 
Next 6 months Basic Major Medical, Kaiser, 
Prescription Drug & Life Insurance 
Thereafter Vision, Dental, 
Orthodontia, Accident and Sick 
Employers shall pay required premium regardless of the Benefits above. 
All employees who work more than eighty-eight (88) hours in a month under B.A.A.G 
Policy No. 4026, or equivalent benefits under a different carrier, with maintenance of 
benefits, parties agree to seek change in carriers if identical benefits can be obtained by 
the Board of Trustees. The Trust may increase or decrease and modify benefits. 
Irrespective of the benefit entitlement set forth above, if an employee, prior to hiring by 
the Employer, has been covered under the Bay Area Automotive Group Welfare Fund 
within the last twelve (12) months prior to hiring, the employee shall be entitled to full 
benefits starting with the first month following the completion of more than eighty-eight 
(88) hours of work with this Employer. 
SECTION 7. PENSION PLAN: 
The Employer shall pay into the Western Conference of Teamsters Pension Trust Fund 
on account of each employee performing bargaining unit work the sums as specified 
below, per hour, for each straight-time hour worked for such Employer. Such 
contributions must be made by the tenth (10*) day of each month. Contractual vacations 
and paid holidays shall be counted as time worked for the purpose of this Section. 
The Employer will contribute an additional 16.5% to the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Program for Enhanced Early Retirement (PEER) 80. The contributions 
required to provide the Program for Enhanced Early Retirement will not be taken into 
consideration for benefit accrual purposes under the Plan. The additional contribution for 
PEER must at all times be 16.5% of the basic contribution and cannot be decreased or 
discontinued at any time. 
PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEES: For probationary employees hired on or after 
December 1, 2003, the Employer shall pay an hourly contribution rate of $0.30 
(including PEER/80) during the probationary period as defined in Section 2, but in no 
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case for a period longer the ninety (90) calendar days from an employee's first date of 
hire. Contributions shall be made on the same basis as set forth in Section 7 of the 
Agreement. 
After the expiration of the probationary period as defined in Section 2, but in no event 
longer than ninety (90) calendar days from the employee's first date of hire, the 
contribution shall be increased to the full contractual rate. 
This provision is only applicable for regular full-time and regular part-time employees 
serving a probationary period, 
This Probationary provision shall not be applicable to Seasonal and Casual employees 
as they are defined in the Agreement. 
FULL CONTRACTUAL RATE: 
12/1/2003-The total contribution including PEER 80 to the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Pension Trust Fund shall be $1.85 per hour. ($1.59 Basic Contribution plus 
$0.26 PEER rate.) 
12/1/2005- The total contribution including PEER 80 to the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Pension Trust Fund shall be $1.97 per hour. ($1.69 Basic Contribution plus 
$0.28 PEER rale.) 
12/1/2007- The total contribution including PEER 80 to the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Pension Trust Fund shall be $2.09 per hour. ($1.79 Basic Contribution plus 
$0.30 PEER rate.) 
The Employer agrees to abide by all terms and conditions of the Trust Agreement cre-
ating such pension funds as they have been or may be modified, altered or amended, 
and all regulations and rules of the Board of Trustees of such Trust. 
The Employer further agrees to abide by and be bound by, the method of selection of 
the Trustees of such Trust as specified in such Trust. 
Any firm which fails to pay into such Trust Fund the monthly sums above provided shall 
be held responsible to the employees herein covered for the benefits which would have 
been provided by such pension coverage, and such firm shall pay all cost of collecting 
delinquencies, including attorney fees. 
If the Trustees of the above Pension Trust fund find that an Employer has failed to 
make the monthly payments as above provided, it shall not be a violation of this 
Agreement for the Union to take necessary economic action. 
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SECTION 8. SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME 401 (k) PLAN; 
The Employer shall contribute to the Supplemental Income 401 (k) Plan Trust Fund, on 
account of each employee of the bargaining unit coming under the jurisdiction of the 
Union, for each straight-time hour worked, the sums to be effective and computed as 
follows. 
The Employer shall pay into the Supplemental Income 401 (k) Plan Trust Fund, on 
account of each employee performing bargaining unit work the sum of twenty cents 
(20 cents) per hour for each straight-time hour worked. 
Employees working under this Agreement shall have Supplemental Income 401(k) 
Plan Trust Fund contributions, as outlined below: 
Effective 12/1/2006 
First 3 mos. No contribution No contribution 
Next 48 mos. $0.05 (five cents) per hour $. i 0 per hour 
52 months & Thereafter $0.20 (twenty cents) per hour $.25 per hour 
Contractual vacation and holidays paid for but not worked shall be considered as time 
worked for the purposes of this Section. 
The Employer agrees to abide by all terms and conditions of the Trust Agreement 
creating such Trust Fund as it has been or may be modified, altered or amended, and to 
abide by all regulations and rules of the Board of Trustees of such Trust. The 
Employer further agrees to abide by, and be bound by the method of selection of the 
Trustees of such Trust as specified in said Trust Fund. 
If the Employer fails to pay the Trust Fund the monthly sums above provided, the 
Employer shall be responsible to the employees herein covered for the benefits which 
would have been provided by such Supplemental Income 401 (k) Plan coverage. The 
Employer shall pay all costs of collecting delinquencies, including attorney fees. 
All contributions required to be made by this Section must be made by the tenth (10th) 
day of each month. 
Employees may participate, and the Employer shall facilitate, the Supplemental 
Income 401(k) Plan, through the Union's administrator, on behalf of all members 
working under this Agreement. 
The Employer will make or cause to be made payroll deductions from participating 
employee's wages in accordance with each employee's salary deferral election subject 
to compliance with ERISA and Tax Code Provisions. The Employer will forward the 
withheld sum to the Supplemental Income 401(k) Plan, or its successor, at such time as 
such form and manner as required pursuant to the plan trust and the paycheck deductions 
shall be before-tax contributions. 
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SECTION 9. HOLIDAYS: 
A. New Year's Day Thanksgiving Day 
M.L. King, Jr. Birthday Christmas Day 
President's Day Employee's Birthday 
Independence Day Employee's Date of Hire 
Memorial Day 
Labor Day Two (2) Floating Holidays 
B. The following holidays when worked, shall be paid for at double the straight-time 
rate of pay: Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday, President's Day, Memorial Day, 
Independence Day, Employee's Birthday, Employee's Anniversary Date of Hire. 
C. The following holidays when worked, shall be paid for at two and one-half (2-1/2) 
times the straight-time rate of pay: Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and 
New Year's Day. 
D. Employee's Birthday and Date of Hire: All employees will be allowed to be off on 
those days or alternatively any day may be taken during the week in which the affected 
holiday falls by mutual agreement between the employee and the Employer. 
E. Floating Holidays: Floating Holidays to be mutually agreed upon by the Employer 
and each employee. At least two (2) weeks' advance notice of floating holiday to be 
given by employees. 
F. When not worked, the above listed holidays shall be paid for at the rate of straight-
time pay on the basis of hours normally worked, whether such day occurs within or 
outside an employee's workweek. 
G. In order to be eligible for holiday pay when no work is performed, an employee 
must work or be available for work on the last regular work day immediately prior to a 
holiday and on the first regular work day immediately following that holiday unless 
that employee can show a justifiable excuse to his or her Employer and the Union. An 
employee who fails to report as scheduled for work on a holiday shall forfeit his holiday 
pay unless that employee can show a justifiable excuse to his or her Employer and the 
Union. The Employer shall give at least one (1) week's notice to the employee of a 
contemplated shift change. 
H. A paid holiday shall be considered a day worked, except that if a paid holiday falls on 
an employee's day off the regular contractual workweek shall prevail for the purposes 
of computing overtime in that week. 
I. Employees required to work on the sixth (6th) consecutive day and when that sixth 
(6th) day falls on a negotiated HOLIDAY the employee will be paid two and one-half 
(2-1/2) times his or her regular salary. 
J. When any of the above holidays fall on Sunday, the day observed by the State or the 
Nation shall be considered as the holiday. 
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K. Holidays during the first year of employment: New Year's Day, Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Birthday, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day. 
During the second year of employment, add Employee's Birthday, two (2) floating 
holidays, and Employee's Date of Hire. 
L. Whenever an employee is off the job for reasons of bona fide illness or injury for a 
period of up to thirty (30) days, the employee shall receive pay for any holiday falling 
within that time period. Employees must be on State Disability or Workers 
Compensation to be eligible. 
M. When any of the holidays are observed by the State or Federal Government on a 
different day, the Federal declaration shall take precedence and such day shall be 
observed as the holiday under the terms of this Agreement except Christmas Day, 
December 25, which will always be observed on the day it occurs. 
N. The Employer shall post a Holiday schedule for each garage or lot with 2 weeks 
advance notice. 
O. When two or more paid holidays fall within one day, the employee shall receive an 
extra day off with pay. 
SECTION 10. SICK LEAVE 
A. Employees shall be credited with the full complement of eight (8) sick days as of 
January 1 of each year. An employee's final paycheck may be reduced by the number of 
days taken but not earned, in the event of resignation or termination. This garnishment 
of "unused" sick days shall reflect benefits otherwise earned under an accrual formula. 
B. Sick leave will be payable on the second day if the employee is not hospitalized due to 
an accident or illness. If an employee has used all of his or her Hospital Pay, he or she 
will be eligible to use available sick pay on the first day if he or she is readmitted to 
the hospital and Hospital Pay is exhausted. 
C. Sick leave is specifically payable for regularly scheduled workdays only at the 
employee's straight-time rate of pay. 
D. For the initial period of service, prior to January 1st, an employee shall receive a 
pro-rata of his or her accumulated sick pay compensation, payable during the first 
payroll period in December. 
E. Accumulation: During the life of this Agreement an employee upon termination for 
any reason, except proven theft, shall receive a pro-rata of accumulated sick pay com-
pensation within seventy-two (72) hours. 
F. Regular part-time employees who work less than twenty (20) hours a week shall not 
be eligible for sick pay compensation. 
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G. Regular part-time employees who work twenty (20) hours a week shall be eligible 
for pro-rata sick pay. 
H. All employees presently employed for one year or more, by the same Employer, 
shall receive all unused day sick pay, payable in cash at the accrued rate of pay during 
the first payroll period in December. 
I. If any employee takes no days off sick in a year, the Employer shall grant one more 
days of sick pay in addition to the full yearly complement credit. This award shall be 
known as the "bonus" sick day. Employees also have two (2) options: Electing, in 
writing to the Employer by December 1st of each year, an additional vacation week with 
the employee paid the full complement for five (5) days off, or; Electing to accumulate 
up to a maximum of fifteen (15) days carried forward year to year at the accumulated rate 
of pay. Upon resignation or death, etc., an employee or his or her estate shall collect 
all unused sick pay. 
J. Any employee found accepting or claiming benefits under this Section by reason of 
faise statements or documents shall be subject to disciplinary action. 
SECTION II. HOSPITAL LEAVE PAY: 
Each full-time employee with one or more years of seniority shall receive three (3) days of 
Hospital Leave Pay each year. Such Hospital Leave Pay is to be used prior to the sick 
pay as described above. Such Hospital Leave Pay is to be used only when the employee 
is admitted overnight as a patient in a regularly constituted, fully equipped licensed 
hospital. The employee must be hospitalized overnight. The employee must provide 
sufficient proof. 
The employee will be paid his or her regular straight-time hourly rate of pay for eight (8) 
hours each day while confined in said hospital until he or she reaches the limits herein 
contained. The employee may accumulate unused Hospital Leave Pay for a maximum 
of nine (9) days, and there shall be no cash out of Hospital Leave Pay. 
SECTION 12. PART-TIME. CASUAL AND SEASONAL EMPLOYEES: 
A. Regular part-time employees- Regular part-time employees are defined as those 
ordered to report to work at regularly specified intervals. Regular part-time employees 
shall be subject to the following; 
1. Regular part-time employees shall be paid according to the time employed but 
must be guaranteed at least four (4) hours pay per shift, and overtime provisions, as 
contained in Section 14 of this Agreement. 
2. Regular part-time employees who work less than twenty (20) hours per week shall 
not be eligible for vacation pay or for paid holidays when not worked. Benefits under 
the Health and Welfare, Major Medical, Orthodontia, Accident and Sick, Dental, 
Drug and Vision Coverage (Section 6) apply only after they have completed more 
than eighty-eight (88) hours of work in the preceding month of their employment. 
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3. Regular part-time employees are eligible for holiday pay and shall be paid on the 
basis of hours normally worked. 
4. Regular part-time employees shall receive the applicable premium rate of pay for 
hours worked on any holiday named in this Agreement. 
5. Regular part-time employees who normally work less than twenty (20) hours but 
sixteen (16) or more hours shall receive three hours pay for each holiday named in 
this Agreement for which he or she is scheduled to work but which is not worked 
because the Employer is closed for the holiday. 
6. Regular part-time employees shall be given first consideration for full-time 
positions. The final selection to be based upon the employee's competency and 
qualifications to perform the work. 
7. Regular part-time employees shall be guaranteed four and eight-hour shifts. All 
employees ordered to report or working four hours or less shall receive four hour's 
pay; all employees ordered to report or working more than four hours shall be limited 
to the straight-time working hours specified in Section 12. 
8. Regular part-time employees who work sixteen (16) or more but less than twenty 
(20) hours shall receive the following vacations and pay therefore: Employees who 
have served one year of continuous service shall receive one week with pay at 1% of 
his or her annual earnings. 
2 years 
5 years 
12 years 
20 years 
25 years 
2 weeks with pay 
3 weeks with pay 
4 weeks with pay 
5 weeks with pay 
6 weeks with pay 
1.5% 
2% 
3% 
4% 
5% 
9. Separate seniority lists shall be maintained for ail regular part-time employees. A 
part-time employee shall have seniority on a part-time list, but if a part-time 
employee becomes a full-time employee, he or she shall be credited with seniority 
for one-half the time worked as a part-time employee. 
B. Casual Employees- Casual employees are defined as those who do not perform work 
on a regular basis. Casual employees who work less than twenty (20) hours per week 
shall not be eligible for vacation pay or for paid holidays when not worked. Benefits 
under the Health and Welfare, Major Medical, Orthodontia, Accident and Sick, Dental, 
Drug and Vision Coverage (Section 6) apply only after they have completed more than 
eighty-eight (88) hours of work in the preceding month of their employment. 
C. Seasonal Employees - Seasonal employees are defined as employees hired for a 
period of May 1st through September 30th of each year. Seasonal employees are covered 
by all terms of this collective bargaining agreement except the Sections titled: Seniority; 
Vacations; Sick Leave; Leaves of Absence Paid; Leaves of Absence Unpaid; and 
Compensatory Injuries. 
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Seasonal employees shall be subject to the following: 
1. A seasonal employee does not have seniority while he or she remains under the 
provisions of this Section, but if he or she becomes a full-time or part-time employee, 
he or she shall be credited with seniority from the first day worked. 
2. No seasonal employee will hold a lead position and he or she may not be employed 
if full-time employees are laid off. 
3. No seasonal employee shall begin employment without a clearance from the Union 
and the Employer shall inform the seasonal employee of this Agreement prior to 
commencement of assignments. 
4. The Union and the Employer shall, by mutual agreement, waive the above mentioned 
seasonal date, in order to provide for Special Events throughout the year. Employees 
hired outside the calendar seasons shall be known as Special Events employees, covered 
by the same provisions of this Section. Special Events employees shall be confined to 
employment at the agreed upon special event location. 
SECTION t3. RATES OF PAY: 
A. Journeymen shall receive hourly wage rates in accordance with the following 
schedule; 
12/1/2003 12/1/2004 12/1/2005 12/1/2006 12/1/2007 
$17.50 $18.00 $18.55 $19.10 $19.65 
B. Progression rate wages and scale: 
An employee working under this Agreement as of December 1, 2003, and all employees 
hired after that date, shall be placed at the applicable progression rate based upon his 
or her seniority, and shall be credited with the full amount of seniority for purposes of 
advancement though the following wage progression: 
12/1/03 12/1/04 12/1/05 12/1/06 12/1/07 
l-6mos. $10.50 $10.82 $11.14 $11.47 $11.81 
7-12mos. $11.00 $11.36 $11.70 $12.05 $12.41 
13-18 mos. $11.50 $11.85 $12.20 $12.57 $12.94 
19-24 mos. $12.00 $12.36 $12.74 $13.12 $13.51 
25-32 mos. $12.75 $13.10 $13.49 $13.89 $14.30 
Employees on the 33rd month of employment shall become a Journeyman and be paid 
the Journeyman rate. 
Progression rate employees shall not exceed twenty-five percent (25%)of the Journeyman 
workforce, provided that if the Employer can establish by objective financial evidence 
that it may lose an account because its costs are substantially higher than other operators 
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who are prospective bidders, this limitation may be suspended by the Union for a par-
ticular facility pursuant to a Letter of Understanding. 
When the 25% cap is exceeded the most senior non-journeyman shall be promoted to 
the Journeyman rate. 
Class "B"- All lots designated and agreed to by the Employer and the Union as Class "B" 
lots shall be subject to the progression rate specified above, with the 25-32 rate covering 
the "thereafter" rate for all class "B" wages. 
C. Supplemental Dues: 
Effective on December 1, 2004, $.05 (five cents) shall be added to supplemental dues for a 
total of $.10 (ten cents) on account of each employee performing bargaining unit work. 
The sum of $. 10 (ten cents) per hour for each straight time hour worked has been 
adjusted out of Section 13 of this Agreement. 
D. "Graveyard" Shift Premium: Employees scheduled to work and/or reporting for work, 
with a starting time between 10:00 PM to 2:00 AM, shall receive a 10% premium in 
addition to their regular rate of pay, for the entire shift worked. 
SECTION 14. WORK WEEK. HOURS AND OVERTIME: 
A. The workweek shall consist of forty (40) hours, five (5) consecutive workdays of 
eight (8) hours each to be worked within nine (9) hours. 
B. No split work week unless approved by the Union in any one instance, by a Letter 
of Understanding. 
C. Lunch Period: All employees shall be entitled to a minimum of one-half hour and a 
maximum of one hour lunch period. The lunch period shall commence not less than three 
and one-half (3 1/2) nor more than five and one-half (5 1/2) hours after the employee's 
starting time, except where otherwise agreed by the Employer and employee. 
D. The Employer shall give at least one (1) week's notice to the employee of any con-
templated shift change. This provision can be waived by mutual consent of the 
Employer and employee. 
E. All work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day and/or five (5) days per week 
shall be paid for at the rates specified in Section 13 of this Agreement. Overtime must be 
paid by cash or check and shall not be traded for time off. 
F. All work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day and/or forty (40) hours per 
week shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half (1 1/2) of the prescribed rate. Time 
worked on the sixth (6th) consecutive day of any one week shall be paid at the rate of one 
and one-half (1 1/2) of the prescribed rate. Time worked on the seventh (7"1) consecutive 
day of any one week shall be paid at the rate of double (2 times) the prescribed rate. 
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G. All time worked in excess than twelve (12) hours in any one work day shall be paid 
for at double (2 times) the employee's rate of pay. 
H. Maximum Rate: Maximum rate payable under this Agreement is triple (3 times) the 
straight-time rates based on the rate applicable. 
I. Forepersons: Fifteen percent (15%) above the Journeyman rates specified in Rates of 
Pay. A foreperson is defined as one who has been designated as such by the manager or 
owner of the business, and is entitled to all provisions of this Agreement. 
J. No Reduction: No full-time employee working less than the maximum hours or 
receiving more than the minimum wage set forth herein shall suffer an increase in hours 
or a reduction in wages by reason of the signing of this Agreement, and conditions of 
employment now existing in any place of business more favorable than specified in this 
contract shall be maintained. This Section shall not apply to commissions, now or in the 
future, paid to employees for sales of tires or other commodities where special incentive 
allowances are made. 
K. Hour Guarantees: Four (4) and eight (8) Hour Guarantees: All employees ordered to 
report or working four (4) hours or less receive four (4) hours pay; all employees ordered 
to report or working more than four (4) hours shall receive not less than eight (8) hours 
pay. These guarantees shall be limited to the straight-time working hours. 
L. The Employer may establish a six (6) hour work day, said schedule will be posted for 
bid and will only be implemented if employees voluntarily bid for the shift. No full-time 
employees shall be scheduled for a six (6) hour workday if he or she does not volunteer. 
M. The Employer may establish a four (4) day, ten (10) hour work week. Said schedule 
will be posted for bid and will only be implemented if employees voluntarily bid the 
shift. 
N. The employee shall be off Friday, Saturday, Sunday or Saturday, Sunday Monday, 
but no employee will be required to work a four (4) day, ten (10) hour work week. 
O. All time worked in excess often (10) hours per day and/or forty (40) hours per week 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half (1 1/2). The sixth (6th) consecutive day 
worked will be paid at double (2 times) the regular straight-time pay and the seventh (7th) 
consecutive day worked shall be paid triple (3 times) the straight time rate of pay. 
P. Employees on a four day week required to work on the fifth (5th) day when it falls on 
a negotiated Holiday, shall be paid two and one-half (2 1/2) times the regular straight time 
rate of pay. Employees on the four day week required to work on the sixth (6ft) day 
when it falls on a Holiday shall be paid triple (3 times) the straight time rate of pay. 
Q. The Employer may establish a split shift. Said shift shall only be implemented if an 
employee volunteers. (A) Split shift shall be within twelve (12) consecutive hours. Four 
(4) hours on, four (4) hours off, four (4) hours on. (B) Split shift shall be within ten (10) 
consecutive hours. Three (3) hours on, four (4) hours off, three (3) hours on. 
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No employee shall be scheduled for a split shift if not voluntary. Volunteer employees 
shall be paid a premium often percent (10%) above employee's rate of pay. 
Employer's Split Shift Ratio 
Ratio Employees Equivalent 
50 1 
50-100 3 
100-150 4 
150-200 5 
Over 200 6 
R. The Employer shall be entitled to establish a five (5) hour shift, based on the ratio 
established below: 
Ratio Employees Equivalent 
50 2 
100 4 
150 6 
200 8 
' 300 12 
350 14 
400 16 
450 18 
500 20 
The workforce scheduled under mis provision shall be voluntary. 
SECTION 15. DUTIES: 
The duties of employees shall consist of the following: Janitorial, Cleaning, Washing, 
Polishing, Lubrication, Rent-Car Service, Parking Vehicles, Cashier, Attendants, 
Checking Coin Boxes, Non-Attendant Parking Lot checking, Traffic Director, Shuttle 
Driver and all other incidental duties necessary to the maintenance and operation of the 
business. 
Cashier is one who makes change for services enumerated in the Agreement and may do 
daily ticket audit. 
SECTION 16. ACCIDENT & SICKNESS DISABILITY PLAN: 
The Heahh and Welfare Plan provided for in Section 6 of this Agreement includes the 
following accident and sickness disability plan benefits: 
A. First workday - when disabled because of accident or when hospital confined for 
either illness or accident. 
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B. 14"1 workday - when disabled because of an illness. 
C. The maximum benefit payment is $60.00 per week payable for a maximum of twenty-
six (26) weeks maximum for any disability. 
D. Employees must be on State Disability or Workers' Compensation to be eligible. 
E. Eligibility of employees: All employees who have performed more than eighty eight 
(88) hours worked in the prior months except those disqualified by Section 6. 
F. Regular part-time employees who work more than eighty-eight (88) hours per month 
shall receive $30.00 benefit maximum. 
G. Contractual vacations and holidays paid for but not worked shall be considered as 
time worked for purposes of this Section. 
H. The Employer agrees to increase its payments and to pay in full any additional sums 
necessary to maintain these benefits and administration costs. 
SECTION 17. LEAVES OF ABSENCE fPAIDl: 
A. JURY DUTY: 
1. An employee with twelve (12) months or more seniority who is required to 
report for jury duty shall be reimbursed for losses in his or her regular wages up to 
a maximum of one hundred sixty (160) hours every two (2) years. An employee 
who does not qualify for paid jury duty leave shall be granted unpaid time off to 
serve jury duty in accordance with Section 18 Leave of Absence (Unpaid) of this 
Agreement. 
2. Employees scheduled for Swing shifts and Graveyard shifts are not required to 
report for work on any day when retained for Jury Service over three (3) hours. 
3. Day shift employees are required to report to work prior to reporting for Jury 
Service if there is sufficient time for a minimum of three (3) hours of work. 
4. Jury duty pay shall be capped at one hundred sixty (160) hours every two (2) 
years. 
5. The Employer will grant jury duty pay to eligible employees who serve jury 
duty, provided the employee must: 
(a) Give notice of his or her summons to the Employer as soon as 
possible, and 
(b) Provide adequate proof of dates and time served and compensation 
received. 
6. Any employee who has one (1) or more years' seniority with his or her 
Employer and has qualified for his or her initial vacation with that Employer, if 
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called and reporting for jury duty, will be entitled to the difference between jury 
duty pay and his or her regular daily rate of pay for each day of jury service. Days 
of jury duty and all fees paid shall be verified by the court official. Service not 
paid for by the Court is not covered by this Section. 
7. An employee dismissed from jury duty must immediately call his or her 
supervisor to determine when to return to work. 
B. SUBPOENA: When an employee is requested or subpoenaed by the Employer to 
attend court or to be a witness for the Employer in any hearing, he or she shall be paid not 
less than a day's wages for each day at court. 
C. BEREAVEMENT LEAVE: When a death occurs in the immediate family of an 
employee with one (1) year or more of employment, he or she shall be entitled to a leave 
of absence of three (3) days with pay. Immediate family is defined as employee's father, 
mother, children, spouse, brother, sister, grandparents, current step parents, current step 
grandparents, current in-laws, and step-children living with the employee. The leave of 
absence shall be four (4) days with pay if the death is outside of California. The 
employee may be required to provide a death notice. Upon request of the employee, and 
if necessary, the employee may be granted an additional one (1) week unpaid leave of 
absence. 
D. TIME OFF FOR VOTING: If an employee does not have sufficient time outside of 
working hours to vote in a statewide election, he or she may, without loss of pay, take off 
up to two (2) hours of working time to vote. Such time shall be at the beginning or end 
of the regular working shift, whichever allows the most free time for voting and the least 
time off from working, unless otherwise mutually agreed. The employee shall notify the 
Employer at least five (5) working days in advance to arrange voting time. In addition, 
employees may serve as election officials on Election Day without being disciplined, but 
the Employer is not required to pay them for such absences. 
SECTION 18. LEAVE OF ABSENCE (UNPAID): 
A. Military Service: Any employee who is inducted in the Armed Forces of the United 
States under the Military Selective Service Act, and who leaves a position (other than a 
temporary position) in the employ of Employer and (1) received a certificate relating to 
satisfactory completion of military service, and (2) makes application for reemployment 
within 90 days after being relieved from service, shall be re-employed by the Employer 
with the appropriate seniority, status and pay in accordance with federal provisions on 
veterans' reemployment rights. 
B. Maternity Leave: The Employer agrees to grant maternity leave. Upon return from 
maternity leave, the employee shall be entitled to be reinstated to the same or similar job 
the employee held prior to the commencement of the leave. The Employer is required to 
maintain Health & Welfare coverage as set forth in the Family and Medical Leave Act 
during and up to twelve (12) weeks. 
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C. Alcohol/Drug Rehabilitation: Once during the term of this Agreement, an employee 
shall be permitted to take a leave of absence, up to a maximum of ninety (90) calendar 
days form the purpose of undergoing treatment pursuant to an approved program from 
alcoholism or drug use, consistent with the requirement of local, state and federal law. 
An employee on such leave of absence may not engage in any employment or services 
for any other competitive employer. 
D. Personal Leave: An employee may be granted a personal leave without pay during 
the life of this Agreement for reasonable personal business, including paternity leave. An 
employee requesting such leave may do so in writing. An employee shall be entitled to a 
maximum of thirty (30) workdays for such leave. When operating conditions permit, the 
Employer may grant more, up to a mnvimum of six (6) months at the sole discretion of 
the Employer. 
An employee on leave as set forth above, shall notify the Employer at least five (5) 
workdays before the beginning of the first shift to which the employee is scheduled to 
return. An employee requesting leave shall do so in writing to the personnel office, 
specifying the type of leave and dates desired. Requests shall be made as much in 
advance as possible, but at least thirty (30) days prior to the starting date if possible. 
E. Paternal Leave: The Employer will provide up to four (4) months of unpaid leave to 
employees for the birth or adoption of a child or to care for a seriously ill child, parent or 
spouse. The Employer may reject an employee's request for leave if the employee's 
spouse is already on leave or if the spouse is unemployed. Seniority shall accumulate 
during leaves. Employees shall be entitled to take a total of twelve (12) weeks leave 
during any twelve (12) month period as set forth in the Family and Medical Leave Act 
and the Employer is required to maintain Health & Welfare coverage during the twelve 
(12) weeks of leave. 
F. Medical Leave: Leaves of Absence may be granted by the Employer for illness or 
disability, with certification by a medical doctor, if requested by the Employer, equal to 
the employee's seniority with the Employer, but not to exceed three (3) years. 
Leaves of absence due to Workers' Compensation Disability or sickness will not be 
limited, provided employee furnishes the Employer with satisfactory medical doctor 
certification if requested by the Employer. At least every three (3) months such disability 
or sickness must be certified. 
G. School Visits Required of Employees: Employees who are parents or guardians of 
children in kindergarten through 12 grade shall be granted leave for required school visits 
under the following conditions: 
1. The employee must give reasonable notice for time off. 
2. The employee provides proof that he or she visited the school if the Employer 
requests. Proof means whatever documentation the school deems reasonable. 
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3. The employee may take up to four hours in each school year, per child, to visit 
a child in school, especially if the school requests the attendance of a parent. 
4. The employee may utilize vacation time, personal time. 
5. The Employer is prohibited from discharging or discriminating in any way 
against an employee who is a parent or guardian contacted about the child's 
possible or actual suspension from school. 
SECTION 19. NO STRIKES OR WORK STOPPAGES: 
A. No Strike: During the period of this Agreement, the Union agrees that its members 
will not engage in nor will the Union authorize or condone a strike or stoppage of work, 
except as provided herein, and the Employer agrees not to engage in any lockouts. 
B. Right to Undertake Economic Action: Notwithstanding the above, the Union shall 
have the right to take any legal and/or economic action, including striking and picketing, 
against the Employer in the event of any of the following: (1) failure of the Employer to 
pay the required sums, including premiums and administration costs as provided for in 
this Agreement within thirty (30) days of the due date; or (2) failure of the Employer to 
meet the payroll of the employees covered by this Agreement unless this failure is due to 
acts of God or other matters of catastrophic nature beyond the control of the Employer. 
Nothing herein shall be deemed to preclude the Union at its option from utilizing the 
grievance procedure for any of the above claims in lieu of taking legal and/or economic 
action. 
C. Picket Line: It shall not be a violation of this Agreement, and it shall not be cause for 
discharge, for any disciplinary action or for permanent replacement in the event an 
employee refuses to enter upon any property involved in a lawful primary labor dispute 
or refuses to go through or work behind any lawful primary picket line, including any 
lawful primary picket line established by the Union and including any lawful primary 
picket lines at the Employer's place of business. However, the lawful primary labor 
dispute or picket line must be sanctioned and must be approved by Local 665. 
SECTION 20. GENERAL PROVISIONS: 
A. Business Representation: The business representatives of the Union shall be 
permitted to visit the place of employment for the purpose of seeing that the Agreement 
is being observed and complied with, provided however, that such business 
representative shall not interfere with the performance of work. 
All employees performing bargaining unit work shall maintain Union membership and 
shall carry on their person the Union Identification Card issued by the Union. 
Without interfering with the performance of work, Business Representatives may ask for 
such I.D. at anytime at the member's place of employment. 
B. Teamster D.R.LV.E: The Employer agrees to deduct from the paycheck of al! 
employees covered by this Agreement voluntary contributions to DRIVE. DRIVE shall 
notify the Employer of the amounts designated by each contributing employee that are to 
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be deducted from his or her paycheck on a weekly basis for all weeks worked. The 
phrase "weeks worked" excludes any week other than a week in which the employee 
earned a wage. The Employer shall transmit to DRIVE National Headquarters on a 
monthly basis, in one (1) check, the total amount deducted along with the name of each 
employee on who's behalf a deduction is made, the employee's Social Security number 
and the amount deducted form that employee's paycheck. The International Brotherhood 
of Teamsters shall reimburse the Employer annually for the Employer's actual cost for 
the expenses incurred in administering the weekly payroll deduction. 
C. Commuter Checks: The Employer agrees to deduct from the paycheck of all 
employees covered by this Agreement pre-tax wages to be used solely for the purchase of 
Commuter Check Vouchers, under the guidelines of the Commuter Choice Tax Initiative 
of 1998. 
D. Employee Parking: The Employer agrees to make every effort to allow employees to 
park for free at their work site. The parties agree that free parking and other parking 
privileges remain at the discretion of the clients of the Employer. 
E. Sales Meetings: An employee who is ordered to attend a sales or service meeting 
after he or she has completed eight (8) hours of work, or on his or her day off, shall 
receive time and one-half (1 1/2) for the lime spent in such meeting. This only applies if 
attendance at the meeting is mandatory. Three days notice of meeting must be given. 
There shall be no compulsory unpaid meetings on the employees' own time. 
F. Uniforms and Laundry: The Employer shall furnish and maintain any specified type 
or color of uniforms, coats, smocks, or coveralls, where such articles are required. The 
Employer shall also furnish all boots, aprons, tools, etc. necessary for the work to be 
performed and rain gear where required. For employees hired after this Agreement is 
signed, the Employer shall deduct $250.00 as a deposit for the return of issued uniforms, 
said deduction to be taken in the amounts of $50.00 per month for five months. The 
deposit shall be returned to the employee at conclusion of the employment relationship 
when he or she returns the uniform and all apparel issued by the Employer, provided the 
Employer may make a pro-rata deduction from the deposit for items not returned. 
G. More Favorable Conditions: No employee working less than the maximum hours or 
receiving more than the minimum wage set forth herein shall suffer an increase in hours 
or a reduction in wages by reason of the signing of this Agreement, and wages and 
conditions of employment more favorable than specified in this Agreement shall be 
maintained. 
H. Partnership: The Union recognizes the right of bona fide partners or executives of 
corporations to perform a reasonable amount of manual labor, and such work shall be 
exempted from the working conditions of this Agreement. 
Any abuse of this privilege shall be handled in conformity with the Grievance Procedure 
in this Agreement. Only one partner shall be recognized as the Employer and excluded 
from the terms of this Contact. 
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I. Work, Rules: The Employer has the right to establish Work Rules which shall be 
conspicuously posted and which the employees shall observe. On the effective date of 
this Agreement, the attached Work Rules (Appendix A) shall be in effect, if the Employer 
so desires. Any charges to these Work Rules shall be negotiated and agreed to by the 
parties. 
J. Lie Detector Test: No employee or applicant for employment shall be required to take 
a lie detector test as a condition of employment or continued employment. The use of lie 
detector tests shall be voluntary. 
K. Pay pay Schedules,: Pay days will be moved forward when banks are closed due to 
State or Federal Holidays and if a pay day falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the pay day will 
be rescheduled and moved to the previous Friday. 
L. Responsibility: The Employer shall not make any deduction from the wage or require 
any reimbursement from an employee for any cash shortage, breakage, or loss of 
equipment, unless it can be shown that the shortage, breakage, or loss is caused by a 
dishonest or willful act, or by the gross negligence of the employee. 
M Working Managers, Foremen and Assistants: Managers, foremen and assistants who 
do bargaining-unit-work shall have all the rights and privileges in the collective 
bargaining agreement. 
N. Pay Upgrade: An employee regularly employed in a lower pay classification who 
performs work in a higher pay classification shall be paid at the higher classification for 
the entire day. 
O. Commissions and Over scale: None of the following systems shall be employed to 
compute wages: Flat Rate, Piece Work, Task or Contract system. This Section shall not 
be construed so as to prevent the payment of commissions or bonuses over and above the 
minimum wage scale, nor shall the payment of bonuses or commissions be construed as 
payments for overtime work. There shall be no reduction in pay of employees being paid 
above contract scale. AH such employees all receive the increases as per the wage 
schedule contained in Section 13. 
P. Subcontracting: The Employer and the Union agree that stabilized employment is an 
important objective to be attained. Therefore, the Employer agrees that during the life of 
this Agreement, no worker services presently performed or thereafter assigned to the 
collective bargaining unit shall be subcontracted, transferred, leased or assigned in whole 
or in part to any other plant, person or non-unit employees unless the express written 
permission of the Union is obtained. 
Q- Acts of God: Guarantees shall not apply if the Employer is unable to operate due to 
an act of God, utility failure, government restriction, fire, flood, riot, civil commotion, 
terrorism, the failure or refusal of the group of employees to report for or perform their 
work, or any cause beyond the control of the Employer. 
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R. San,Mateo County rate: The wage rates contained herein shall not include any 
bargaining unit under the jurisdiction of or providing service to the San Francisco 
International Airport (SFO). 
SECTION 21. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: 
In the event of any technological change that affects any work which has traditionally 
been performed within the bargaining unit, either party may propose a written re-opener 
for negotiations to accommodate in a reasonable fashion such technological change. 
During such negotiations, the parties will consider the possible establishment of one or 
more new classifications with job description and wage rates in relation to skills required 
and duties performed. If the parties are unable to agree during such negotiations, then 
the matter shall be referred for final resolution to an interest arbitration. If other unions 
adopt a similar provision, ihcjj any interest arbitration may be consolidated. 
SECTION 22. SAFETY: 
The Employer and the Union recognize a mutual obligation to encourage and promote 
safety in the workplace. The Employer may require employees to take certain reasonable 
precautions and to use certain equipments and protective devices in order to promote 
safety. The Employer agrees to abide by state and federal laws regarding safety. 
SECTION 23. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS: 
Except as provided in this Agreement the management of the Employer's operation and 
the direction of the employees, including all of the rights, powers, authority and 
prerogatives which the Employer has traditionally exercised, are expressly reserved to the 
Employer. 
The choice, control and direction of supervisory and management staff shall be vested 
solely and exclusively in the Employer. 
SECTION 24. COMPENSATORY INJURIES: 
Health and Welfare premiums are to be paid while employees are off on Workers' 
Compensation up to six (6) months with a maximum of one (I) time in the life of this 
contract. 
Is' three (3) months will be paid by the Bay Area Automotive Group Welfare 
Fund for the negotiated Plan only. 
2nd three (3) months will be paid by Employers. 
Employer will not prorate vacations based on Workers' Compensation time off up to 6 
months. Absence due to Workers' Compensation injury shall not break the continuity of 
continuous service for the purpose of vacation eligibility and pay only up to 6 months. 
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SECTION 25. CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP: 
In the event the Employer changes hands, the seller shall, at or prior to the date of change 
of ownership, pay off all obligations to employees, including unpaid wages, pro-rata of 
earned vacation, unpaid premiums or contributions on health and welfare, medical 
hospital and insurance plan, dental, orthodontia, vision, prescription drugs, life insurance, 
accident and sickness disability, pension and supplemental income. The payment of pro-
rata vacations shall include all employees, whether or not they have been on the payroll 
for more/less than one year. 
The parties agree that this Agreement shall be binding upon the Employer and the Union 
and any and all of their respective successors, transferees and assigns, whether by sale, 
transfer, merger, lease, acquisition, consolidation or otherwise and that they will 
faithfully comply with its provisions. 
Before any sale, transfer, assignment, merger, lease or other legal change in the name or 
ownership, the Employer shall advise the Union in writing one (1) month in advance of 
such contemplated sale, transfer, assignment, merger, lease or other legal change in name 
or ownership. The Employer shall notify the Union in writing at least fourteen (14) 
calendar days prior to the actual effective date of any sale, transfer, assignment, merger, 
lease or other legal change in name or ownership. The date designated shall 
presumptively be the date of change of legal change in name or ownership. 
Before any sale, transfer, assignment, merger, lease or other legal change in name or 
ownership made by the Employer, the Employer shall fully inform the purchaser, 
transferee, assign, lessee or other new owner (hereinafter "the successor") as to all terms 
and conditions of this Agreement. 
The Employer shall make it a condition of sale, transfer assignment, merger, lease or 
other legal change in name or ownership that the successor shall be fully bound by the 
terms of this Agreement. In the event the Employer fails to require the successor to 
assume the obligations of this Agreement, the Employer shall nevertheless continue to be 
liable for the complete performance of this Agreement until the successor expressly 
agrees in writing with the Union that it is fully bound by the terms of this Agreement. 
All the employees shall carry with them to the successor all seniority, vacation and 
pension rights accumulated during their employment by the seller. 
In the event the Employer is a party to a merger, seniority of the employees who are 
affected thereby shall be determined by mutual agreement between the Employer and the 
local unions. 
SECTION 26. CHANGE OF MANAGEMENT. LOCATION: 
In the event of a parking location changing from one firm to another, the former 
owner/firm shall, at or prior to the data of change, pay off all obligations to employees, 
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including unpaid wages, pro-rata vacations, unpaid premiums, or contributions to the 
medical, dental, hospital, prescription drug, vision care and insurance plan and pension 
plan. The payment of pro-rata vacation shall include all employees, whether or not they 
have been on the payroll for more/less than one year. 
The new owner/firm shall have sixty (60) days from the date of taking possession in 
which to decide whether to keep or terminate any employee and may terminate any such 
employee. During such sixty (60) day period, the new owner/firm shall be obligated to 
pay the wages, vacation, contributions toward hospital, medical and insurance plan, 
dental plan and pension plan, and comply with all other conditions of this Agreement in 
effect at the time of the sale and transfer. 
In the event that the new owner/firm continues to employ such employees for more than 
sixty (60) days after date of sale or transfer, such employees shall carry with them all 
seniority, vacations and pension rights accumulated during their employment by the 
former owner/firm and be carried on the books of the new employer as of the service 
starting date of the former Employer. 
SECTION 27, DRIVER'S LICENSE: 
To be eligible for employment or continued employment, an applicant or employee must 
possess a valid California driver's license and must provide the Employer with a 
photocopy of his or her driver's license. In addition, every applicant for employment 
must obtain from the California Department of Motor Vehicles ("DMV printout") 
detailing his or her driving record and driver's license information. 
Failure of an employee who parks motor vehicles to inform the Employer that his or her 
driver's license has been suspended or revoked may result in immediate termination. 
Failure of an employee to maintain or renew a current California driver's license may 
result in immediate suspension without pay until the employee obtains a valid California 
driver's license but not to exceed ninety (90) days. Provided that any current employee 
who has been allowed to work without license shall continue to be allowed to work so 
long as the employee's work assignment does not require driving a motor vehicle. 
SECTION 28. EMPLOYEE WARNING NOTICE & CONDUCT OF 
EMPLOYEES: 
The Employer shall not discharge or suspend any employee without just cause and shall 
give at least two warnings of any complaint against such employee in writing to the 
employee before he or she is discharged or suspended. Discharge or suspension must be 
by proper written notice to the employee. 
No warning notice need be given in the case of: I. proven dishonesty 2. being under the 
influence or possession of narcotics or intoxicating beverages or possession or drinking 
of the latter while on duty 3. failure to report any accident which has resulted in personal 
injury or property damage 4. willful destruction of property 5. proven theft 6. using a 
customer's vehicle for personal use without permission 7. loss of driver's license 8. not 
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returning from a leave of absence 9. leaving a place of employment before the 
completion of a designated shift 10. breach of confidence 11. three (3) consecutive days 
without report 12. altering own timecard or another employee's timecard unless permitted 
to do so by Employer. 
An employee may request an investigation of his discharge or suspension or any warning 
notice and the Union shall have the right to protest any such discharge, suspension or 
warning notice. Any such protest shall be presented to die Employer in writing within 
ten (10) days for discharge and thirty (30) days for suspension and warning, exclusive of 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays after the discharge, suspension or warning notice, and if 
not presented within such period, the right of protest shall be waived. 
The Employer shall give to a discharged employee a written notice of termination. 
All notices of discharge, suspension or warning notices shall be issued within ten (10) 
days from when the occurrence involved took place, or within ten (10) days from when 
the Employer knew or should have known of the occurrence, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays and contract holidays. If not presented within such period, the right to discipline 
shall be waived. There shall be no time limits in cases where the offense is proved theft. 
No suspension shall extend for a period greater than fifteen (15) workdays. 
Such warning shall expire after 12 months unless there is a 2nd warning issued within 
twelve (12) months. 
All warning notice shall be stricken and become null and void twelve (12) months from 
their date of issuance, provided the employee has not received another notice for the 
same type of infraction within that twelve (12) month period. When two (2) or more 
correction notices have been issued in a twelve (12) month period, for the same type of 
infraction, the correction notice will stand as issued for a period one (1) year before being 
stricken from the records. 
SECTION 29. TIME LIMIT FOR FILING A GRIEVANCE 
A. Discharge: An employee may request an investigation of his or her discharge; any 
such protest shall be presented to the Employer within ten (10) days excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays and Holidays, after the employee becomes aware of the discharge. 
If not presented within such time period: the right of protest shall be waived, 
B. AH other complaints or disputes (excluding discharge) shall be presented to the 
Employer within thirty (30) days after die employee or the Union becomes aware of the 
complaints or disputes. 
C. Claims: All money claims against the Employer must be made within thirty (30) cal-
endar days of alleged violation and settlements made shall not exceed the last ninety 
(90) days of employment. 
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SECTION 30. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE. ADJUSTMENT BOARD OR 
MEDIATION. ARBITRATION: 
A. Any grievance which cannot be settled directly by the Local Union Business 
Representative with the location manager of the Employer shall be reduced to writing 
and referred by the Union Business Representative to the local Employer representative 
or the designated representative of the Employer within seven (7) working days. 
B. All complaints concerning a violation of this Agreement, all questions or disputes 
concerning the meaning, interpretation, application or enforcement of this Agreement 
which are not settled in the manner above provided within five (5) business days, unless 
mutually extended, shall be referred to a Board of Adjustments upon written requests of 
either party, who shall specify the nature of the complaint in such requests. If mutually 
agreed between the parties, the grievance shall proceed to an impartial mediator selected 
from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service instead of the matter proceeding to 
a Board of Adjustment. The mediator will issue a non-binding recommendation to the 
parties. Either party to the mediation may reject the non-binding recommendation by 
demanding Arbitration in accordance with Section 30 (D) below within ten (10) business 
days of receiving the non-binding recommendation, otherwise it shall become final and 
binding. 
C. The Board of Adjustment shall consist of two (2) representatives of the Union and 
two (2) representatives of the Employer. No member of the Union or any representative 
of the Union directly involved in, or a party to the dispute, and no Employer or 
Representative or Attorney of any Employer directly involved in, or a party to the 
dispute, shall be eligible to serve as a member of the Board of Adjustment. A decision by 
a majority of the members of such Board shall be final and binding on all parties. If 
mutually agreed, the Board of Adjustment may take place on the date that has been set 
aside for other Board of Adjustments to meet, otherwise it will meet at the parties' 
convenience. 
D. In the event that the Adjustment Board is unable to reach a decision by majority or 
unanimous vote on any such matter, or a party is dissatisfied with the non-binding 
recommendation of the mediator, the party may bring the matter to an impartial arbitrator 
by demanding arbitration in writing to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
within ten (10) business days of receiving notification from the Board of Adjustment or 
the mediator. The decision of the impartial arbitrator shall be final and binding. Each 
side shall pay one-half the charges of such Arbitrator. 
Selection of the impartiat Arbitrator shall be from a list of five (5) names furnished by the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, with each side striking one (1) name in order 
to reduce the list to one (1) person. 
If the Arbitrator so selected cannot hear the matter within forty-five (45) days, a second 
Arbitrator selected by lot shall be the Arbitrator, and so on. 
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There shall be no transcripts of any arbitration unless the parties mutually agree to do so. 
No briefs shall be submitted and the arbitrator shall render a bench decision upon 
conclusion of the case, unless the time is extended by mutual agreement of the parties, 
but in no case shall the extension be in excess of five (5) working days. 
Neither the Board of Adjustment nor the Arbitrator will have the authority in any manner 
to amend, alter or change any provision in the Agreement. 
Time limits projected herein may be extended or waived by mutual agreement between 
the parties. 
The Employer will not discharge or suspend any employee without just cause. 
If an Employer discharges an employee the wages are unpaid vacation at the time of 
discharge are due and payable immediately. 
SECTION 31. MARKETING CONDITIONS: 
The parties to this Agreement recognize the necessity of monitoring economic standards 
within the industry and the competitive pressures existing. Consistent with that 
recognition, the Union agrees to meet with the Employer on request to review the 
continuing effectiveness of this Agreement in maintaining the Employer's competitive 
position. In the event that the Employer determines during the term of this Agreement 
that it is at a substantial competitive disadvantage relative to other parking companies 
which may be bidding on a particular facility it shall have the right to request a meeting 
with the Union to discuss the situation. The parties shall use their best efforts to reach 
agreement on measures designed to reduce the competitive disadvantage; including if 
necessary, modifications to the Agreement provided that any agreed upon modifications 
shall be subject to the ratification and approval of the affected membership. In the event 
any such proposed modifications are not ratified by the membership they shall not 
become effective. It is further agreed that the Employer shall not unilaterally implement 
any modifications to the Agreement and that neither party may resort to economic action 
during the term of the Agreement except as may be otherwise expressly provided. The 
Employer shall provide the Union all financial and other information reasonably 
necessary to assist the Union in assessing the competitive problems and to determine 
what relief, if any, maybe appropriate. 
SECTION 32. SAVINGS 
If any provision of this Agreement is declared illegal or invalid by final decree of any 
lawful authority, such provision shall be modified to comply with the requirements of the 
law or shall be renegotiated for the purpose of adequate replacement. 
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SECTION 33. EXPIRATION AND REVISION: 
This Agreement shall be in effect on December 1, 2003 and shall continue in effect until 
November 30, 2008, and from year to year thereafter for like terms, subject however, to 
revision by notice in writing by either party to the other sixty (60) days prior to the 
anniversary date. During such sixty (60) day period, conferences shall be held looking 
toward a revision of this Agreement. If negotiations extend beyond the anniversary date 
or expiration of this Agreement, no change shall be made in any terms or conditions of 
employment unless expressly agreed to by the parties. All revisions and wages shall be 
effective as of the anniversary date of this Agreement. 
Dated and entered into this 5th day of December, 2003. 
TEAMSTER AUTOMOTIVE & ALLIED WORKERS, 
LOCAL UNION NO. 665 
sK$Otf 
Ernie Yates - Secretary Treasurer 
Mark I. Gteasan - President 
Edward Dion- Vice President 
Jurisdictional Operators of Parking Facilities 
The Signatory Employers are: 
Ace Parking Mgmt., Inc., American Parking Mgmt., Ampco System Parking, 
APCOA/Standard Parking, Cable Car Parking, CitiScape Prop. Mgmt., CityPark, 
City Parking Company, C. M. P. Service, California Parking/ D & J Parking, 
Five Star Parking, Imperial Parking (U.S.) Inc., Harsch Investments Corp., 
Hines Interests LLP, Mission Economic Development Assoc., Pacific Park Mgmt., 
Parking Concepts Inc., Portsmouth Square Parking Corp., R & R Parking, 
Savoy Corporation, Terwilliger Management, San Francisco Parking, 
GEM Parking, N. M. Parking, DAJA Parking, K. T. Park, Place 2 Park, 
Union Pacific Parking, U. S. Parking Inc., Propark America West, L.L.C. 
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APPENDIX "A**. WORK RULES 
Violations of the following rules may result in discipline or discharge, subject to the contractuar 
grievance procedure. 
J. The Employer shall have the right to request that an employee produce verification of illness 
or injury in cases where the employees is absent in excess of three (3) workdays. 
2. Excessive absenteeism shall be cause for discipline and continued excessive absenteeism 
after warning shall be cause for discharge. 
3. Employees shall not be under the influence of and/or possession of illegal intoxicants-
alcohol or narcotics - at the Employer's premises during working time. Drugs shall not be 
used at work without written permission from a physician. 
4. Gross insubordination. 
5. Theft or embezzlement. 
6. Deliberate falsification of Employer records, including timecards. 
7. Unauthorized use of the Employer's property or vehicles. 
8. Fighting on Employer's time or premises. 
9. Failure of the employees to obtain or maintain a current, valid driver's license; provided that 
any current employee who has been allowed to work without a license shall continue to be 
allowed to work. 
10. Deliberate destruction of the property of the Employer, customers or other employees. 
11. Refusal to comply with reasonable safety precautions required by the Employer. 
12. Breach of confidence: no employee shall disclose any confidential information pertaining to 
the Employer's business. 
13. Failure to report damage of a customer's car to your Employer. 
14. Unauthorized removal from company premises of merchandise, money or property 
belonging to the Employer or other employees and customers. 
15. Altering your own timecard, or another employee's timecard unless permitted to do so by 
his or her Employer. 
16. Leaving his or her place of employment before the completion of his or her designated 
shift, unless permitted to do so by his or her Employer. 
Any warning letter or suspension issued for violation of any of these Rules shall be 
void after twelve (12) calendar months. 
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Printed on recycled paper by 
AUTUMN PRESS 
A Union Shop 
Emeryville, CA 
Members: 
When in doubt, Call your Union 
The Supreme Court has ruled that an employee is entitled to have a 
Union Representative present during any interview which may result 
in his or her discipline. It is up to you, the employee to insist upon 
Union representation. 
Interrogation Rights Statement 
If this discussion could in any way lead to my being disciplined or 
terminated, or affect my personal working conditions, I respectfully 
request that my union steward, business agent, or union officer be 
present at this meeting. Without representation, I refuse to submit 
to this interrogation. 
